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Our Marlow Explorer 80E, features a specially designed flying bridge in addition to the Command
Bridge to satisfy the requests of a highly experienced yachtsman whose normal cruising grounds
stretch as far as the San Blas Islands and beyond. After many long hours of drawings and discussion
with the bright minds at Marlow, we have produced a yacht in harmony with itself while maintaining
her classic lines that are a trademark of all Marlow Explorers. Forward of the Command Bridge is the
Sport Bridge designed as a superb sun lounge area for a large number of privileged guests.
Carrying 3900 gallons of fuel in proprietary tanks that allow a 97% fuel capacity burn in complete
safety, this long ranger will, like her sisters, show her transom to the fleet in open water with top end
speed of approximately 30 knots. She will leave most in her wake, your destination quickly reached
or you may choose cruising at world girdling displacement speeds around the clock for 3000 miles
nonstop without the long and slow roll periods that limit displacement cruisers to mind numbing pace.
Unparalleled specifications to the highest of classification societies and choice of materials that have
no peer, installed after careful engineering and design review. In fact, we know of no other yacht of
similar size and type that has achieved the exalted classification status from the most stringent world
bodies that Marlow enjoys.
With medium load conditions, the initial trials proved this vessel to have outstanding performance.
Her C-32 ACERT Caterpillar 1800 HP engines allowed a speed of 30 knots. There are no crowded
spaces in this stunning model as every area is spacious, including the engine room, machinery spaces
and crew accommodations.
We look forward to welcoming you at our display at the Miami Boat Show on Pier 8 at the Miami
Marine Stadium on Virginia Key.
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Marlow Explorer 80E Specifications
Centerline Length – 84’ 0”
LOA – 86’ 8”
Length Waterline – 74’ 10”
Beam – 21’ 6”
Draft – 5’ 3”
Displacement (approximate) – 125,000 lbs
Fuel Capacity – 3900 gals
Water Capacity – 600 gals

North American and International Inquiries:
Web:
Email:
Phone:

www.marlowyachts.com
sales@marlowyachts.com
800-362-2657
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